
California— Yosemite: (1 )  On October 25, 1952 a party composed of Bill 
Long, Dick Long, A l Steck and William Dunmire (22) set out to attempt 
an ascent of the El Capitan Buttress (east of the main face). Steck and 
Dunmire were the first rope of two, and on the third pitch it was Dunmire’s 
turn to lead. Steck, belaying from a four foot wide ledge, was anchored to 
a piton and had placed another piton through which he belayed Dunmire. 
The route led up alongside a vertical crack into which Dunmire placed two 
pitons, about 6 feet apart. Along this crack was a large block which appar
ently was not a part of the cliff but wedged in on one side and the pitons 
tested soundly, and he felt he had no real reason to doubt their security. 
Another higher crack failed to be satisfactory for piton use. A spade piton, 
however, was placed under a somewhat rotten flake. This also was tested. 
Dunmire warned Steck that the top piton was not too sound. He used it 
for direct aid to gain a small foothold three feet above. At this point, three 
feet above the highest piton, twelve feet above the next and and about 
twenty feet above the belayer, he attempted to place a fourth piton at arms 
length above him in a horizontal crack under an overhang.

While he was hammering his feet slipped and he fell. He fell nearly 
free, striking the cliff only once and landed on his shoulder and head on 
a ledge about 15 feet below Steck. All three of his pitons had pulled out, 
but the rope passing through the belaying piton, which held, was taut 
and had arrested his fall. The total fall was about 35 feet. Dunmire was 
temporarily stunned and had a bad laceration on his head. A rappel which 
reached the talus was set up, and Dunmire was second man down being
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doubly belayed from above. He was taken to a local hospital where his 
lacerations were sutured and where he spent the night under observation.

Source: William Dunmire.

Analysis: Dunmire has had several years of intensive experience in 
Yosemite climbing, and is greatly respected for his thoughtfulness and care 
in climbing. In addition he had the interesting assignment of instructing 
mountain troops in piton belaying. In the course of this they found that 
one of the most educational phases was actually driving in and then pulling 
out many pitons. As a result of this they realized how unpredictable the 
strength of pitons can be. Richard Leonard has stressed this strongly in 
his article on belaying (see recommended bibliography). Dunmire stated 
in his report that he felt no basic rules of safety were broken, except that 
the leader must not fall, and certainly this committee concurs. The fact, 
however, that the above accident occurred to a person with so much experi
ence points out the necessity of carefully testing all pitons and being cer
tain they are in optimum position to withstand the shock of a fall.
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